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Using computational models, images acquired pre-operatively can be updated to account for intraoperative brain shift in
image-guided surgical (IGS) systems. An optically tracked textured laser range scanner (tLRS) furnishes the 3D
coordinates of cortical surface points (3D point clouds) over the surgical field of view and provides a correspondence
between these and the pre-operative MR image. However, integration of the acquired tLRS data into a clinically
acceptable system compatible throughout the clinical workflow of tumor resection has been challenging. This is because
acquiring the tLRS data requires moving the scanner in and out of the surgical field, thus limiting the number of
acquisitions. Large differences between acquisitions caused by tumor resection and tissue manipulation make it difficult
to establish correspondence and estimate brain motion. An alternative to the tLRS is to use temporally dense feature-rich
stereo surgical video data provided by the operating microscope. This allows for quick digitization of the cortical surface
in 3D and can help continuously update the IGS system. In order to understand the tradeoffs between these approaches
as input to an IGS system, we compare the accuracy of the 3D point clouds extracted from the stereo video system of the
surgical microscope and the tLRS for phantom objects in this paper. We show that the stereovision system of the
surgical microscope achieves accuracy in the 0.46-1.5mm range on our phantom objects and is a viable alternative to the
tLRS for neurosurgical applications.
Keywords: image-guided neurosurgery, stereovision, laser range scanner, intraoperative imaging, surgical microscope,
accuracy, brain shift
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In brain tumor surgery, brain tissue deformations, commonly referred to as brain shift or cortical
displacements/deformations, can produce inaccuracies of 1-2.5cm in the preoperative plan and within image-guided
surgical (IGS) systems [1-2]. Furthermore, the changing resection cavity and tumor removal compound the inaccuracies
caused by brain shift. These issues hinder the process of establishing accurate correspondence between the physical state
of the patient and their images during neurosurgery. This causes intraoperative real-time inaccuracies in IGS systems.
Several forms of intraoperative imaging have been used to account for intraoperative inaccuracies to improve IGS
systems in neurosurgery. These intraoperative modalities include magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound, laser range
scanner and stereovision systems. In this paper, we primarily focus on the textured laser range scanner (tLRS) and stereo
camera systems.
The optically tracked tLRS can provide intraoperative digitized cortical surfaces at various stages (post-duratomy, midresection, and post-resection) of the neurosurgery. These digitized surfaces or point clouds have sub-millimetric
accuracy. These point clouds have been used in accounting for brain deformations and they have been used for driving a
patient-specific biomechanical brain model to update the IGS system [3-7]. Furthermore, the tLRS holds color
information for each digitized point originating from the digital image of the field of view. This attribute has been used
to develop a methodology for matching vessels preoperatively and postoperatively on the obtained surfaces. The
deformation measurements between the two surfaces states have been used to drive our guidance update pipeline for the
IGS system [8]. While the tLRS provides valuable intraoperative information, the measurements are temporally too
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sparse for computing intermediate updates for all cases. Indeed, establishing correspondences between digitized surfaces
extracted at different time points in the surgical procedure can be difficult especially in the presence of large tumor
resections. These conditions induce substantial cortical displacement and the consistent visibility of salient features such
as vessels may not be available for correspondence. In addition, the positioning and acquisition of intraoperative data
using the tLRS takes on the order of 1 minute, which can be disruptive to the surgical workflow. Along with the tLRS,
monocular video from the surgical microscope has been probed as a possible solution for acquiring temporally dense
data [9, 25]. This approach does not find 3D coordinates of points in the surgical field of view and is effective for short
continuous sequences only.
A surgical microscope is routinely used to perform brain tumor surgery and it can be used as a continuous intraoperative
data source by augmenting the microscope with two cameras or a stereo camera system. Equipped with stereovision
concepts of calibration and reconstruction from the field of computer vision, video streams from the stereo camera
system can be used to produce a textured point cloud at every pair of frames of the video stream. As a result, temporally
dense 3D measurements of the cortical surface could be available for driving the updates to the IGS system. Early work
involved the manual initialization of the seed points in the left and right camera images acquired by the stereo camera
system to extract a point cloud through surface growing [10-12]. Two different stereovision systems, both attached
externally to the surgical microscope, have been developed in [13-14] and [15].
The stereo camera system designed for brain shift compensation in [13-14] has a few disadvantages. The cameras are
attached externally to the microscope optics and the assistant ocular arm is rendered unusable when the cameras are
powered on. Often, the assistant ocular arm of the microscope is used by the neurosurgeon as a teaching tool. This limits
the acquisition of temporally dense cortical surface measurements, which is the key purpose of using the surgical
microscope. An update of the system in [13-14] was made in [16-17], where the external stereo camera system is able to
determine 3D coordinates for 1000 uniformly spaced points on the stereo-pair images. This is followed by an
interpolation stage, which helps in establishing the 3D surface of the surgical field of view (FOV). This process
approximately takes 40 seconds per stereo-pair image frames, and yields an average error of 1.2mm. The external stereo
camera system developed as part of [15] used the interesting approach of combining intensity information in a game
theoretic approach to perform stereo camera calibration and reconstruction of 3D points from the FOV. However, this
nontraditional approach makes it difficult to ascertain its accuracy for the produced 3D point clouds against traditional
computer vision methods developed for stereovision. In addition, the system in [15] was tested on patients undergoing
neocortical epilepsy surgery. This surgical procedure requires opening of the dura for the placement of intracranial
electrodes on the cortical surface but requires no resection. The method in [15] also relies on manually delineated sulcal
features on the cortical surface for extracting 3D surfaces or point clouds. This limitation is compounded by the runtime
execution of the algorithm, which is on the order of 20 minutes.
In this paper, we seek to eliminate the workflow disadvantages and design issues innate to the developed intraoperative
stereovision systems in [13-14, 16-17] and [15]. The proposed stereovision platform will be internal to the operating
surgical microscope and will provide 3D digitization of points in the cameras’ FOV in near real-time. Since the cameras
are internal, the modifications and disruptions to the surgical workflow are minimal. The tLRS has been reliably used for
updating the IGS system but lacks dense temporal resolution. For the stereovision intraoperative imaging system to be a
viable alternative, an accuracy comparison between the points digitized by both systems is essential. The 3D point
clouds extracted on realistic CAD phantoms of known dimensions from the tLRS and stereovision system will form the
basis of this comparison. The main objective of this paper is to understand the tradeoffs between these two intraoperative
approaches as input to an IGS system. Knowing the accuracy of the stereovision system can aid in the exploration of
other real-time surgical guidance approaches to improve the utility of IGS systems. These include real-time surgical
instrument tracking, cortical surface tracking, and image-to-physical registration within the surgical microscope
environment. To the best of our knowledge, 3D digitized points from an internal stereovision platform native to the
surgical microscope has not been compared against a laser range scanner for neurosurgical applications.
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2. DATA ACQUISITION

100

The tLRS (Pathfinder Therapeutics, Inc., Nashville TN, USA) is capable of generating 500,000 points with a resolution
of 0.15-0.2mm at the approximate range used during neurosurgery. The tLRS used in carrying out this comparison study
is shown in Figure 1. These digitized points are of the form (x, y, z, rgb) and form a colored point cloud. This tLRS has
been used at Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC) to acquire intraoperative cortical surfaces to drive the IGS
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updates [3-8]]. Any commerrcially availablle surgical microscope that haas an internal sstereo camera ssystem can be used
with the meth
hodologies preesented in this paper.
p
We prim
marily focus onn the accuracy of the 3D poinnt clouds extraccted
from the cam
meras of the OP
PMI® Pentero™
™ (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Oberkochhen, Germany)) microscope aas it is the curreent
microscope used
u
in neurosu
urgery cases att VUMC. The internal
i
stereo camera rig of tthis surgical m
microscope is
comprised off two CCD cam
meras, Zeiss’ MediLive®
M
Trio
o™, and have NTSC (720x5440) resolution with an acquissition
video frame rate
r of 30 fram
mes per second (fps). FireWiree® Video cardds at the back oof the Pentero m
microscope aree
connected via cables to a deesktop, which acquires video
o image framess from both cam
meras using Oppen Computer Vision
Library or Op
penCV (Willow
w Garage, Inc.., Menlo Park, California, US
SA). Figure 2 sshows the stereeo video acquissition
system for th
he Pentero micrroscope.

110
Figure 1: Thee tLRS made by 3D Digital, Inc. (Bethel CT, USA). This technollogy uniquely asssociates RGB ccolor values to
corresponding
g digitized pointss in its FOV.
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Figure 2: Thee Pentero microscope as a test-beed. (Left) Microsscope, (middle) tthe two FireWirre videocards forr acquisition andd (right)
the head of thee microscope.

To verify
fy the accuracy of the digitizaation of points in
i the FOV forr the tLRS and the stereovisioon system, CA
AD
design was used
u
to create phantom
p
modells of known dim
mensions. The phantom objeect, shown in Figure 3, was raapid
prototyped within
w
a toleran
nce of 0.1mm vertically
v
(EMS
S, Inc., Tampa,, Florida, USA
A). The bitmap texture on thiss
phantom objeect was a corticcal surface from
m a real brain tumor surgery case. This is thhe kind of RGB
B texture expeected in
the FOV of the surgical miccroscope durin
ng neurosurgery
y. LEGO® (Thhe LEGO Grouup, Billund, Deenmark) brickss are
manufactured
d with a toleran
nce level of 0.0
02mm with speecific dimensioons (LEGO, 20012) and were used to build a Legompare the accuuracy between the
based phanto
om [18], shown
n in Figure 4. These
T
two phan
ntom objects w
were used to com
point clouds extracted from
m the stereovisiion system of th
he Pentero miccroscope and thhe tLRS.

Figure 3: (Lefft) CAD model of
o a cortical surfface, where the texture is from a real brain tumorr surgery case, aand (right) phanttom in
FOV of Penterro microscope.
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Figure 4: (Lefft) Lego dimensiions used to builld a phantom objject, and (right) the textured Leggo phantom under the FOV of Pentero
microscope.
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3. METHODOL
M
LOGY
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Using a pair of cameras to form
f
a stereovision system iss a standard com
mputer vision technique to oobtain depth
information of
o the FOV [19
9-20]. This req
quires calibratin
ng the stereo caameras [22-23]], rectifying the left and rightt
images, and reconstructing
r
the 3D surfacee using any of the techniquess described in [[24]. This sectiion describes thhe
stereovision process
p
requireed to go from a 2D pixel to a 3D point. Thee OpenCV libraary [21] and Pooint Cloud Libbrary or
PCL (Willow
w Garage, Inc., Menlo Park, California,
C
USA
A) are used forr implementingg the methods iin this study.

C
3.1 Stereo Calibration

140
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Camera calib
bration is a cruccial step to dettermine the intrrinsic and extriinsic parameterrs of the camerras contributinng to the
properties off an image in th
he pinhole cam
mera model. Wrriting projectioon equations linnking known coordinates of a set of
3D points an
nd their camera image projections to solve for
fo camera lenss parameters yields metric infformation from
m 2D
images. Furth
hermore, underrstanding how the two camerras relate to eacch other in the stereo cameraa system providdes 3D
information. For each cameera, the intrinsiic parameters are
a defined as tthe focal lengthh, (fx, fy), the loocation of imagge-center
in pixel coordinates, (cx, cy),
) the radial disstortion parameeters of the lenns, (k1, k2, k3), aand tangential ddistortion param
meters
(p1, p2). The intrinsic param
meters characteerize the transfo
ormation mappping of an imagge point from a camera to its pixel
coordinates. The extrinsic parameters
p
describe the rigid transformationn, rotation R annd translation T
T, and this
transformatio
on brings the tw
wo cameras off the stereovisio
on system into a common refference frame, w
which is designnated as
the left cameera [19-21].
Known 3D coordinates of points
p
can be determined
d
by employing
e
a caalibration patteern. A 3D calibbration object w
whose
geometry is known
k
in 3D sp
pace with greaat precision can
n be used, and ssuch objects arre composed of 2-3 orthogonnal
planes [22]. In
I addition, thee 3D calibration object needs to be opticallyy tracked to proovide the methhod with worldd
coordinates, and relies on in
ntrinsic parameeters supplied by
b camera mannufacturer for an acceptable iinitialization oof the
estimation method
m
[16-17, 22-23]. In this work, we use the flexible caamera calibratioon technique ddescribed in [233],
where a plan
nar calibration pattern
p
depictin
ng a rectangulaar chessboard, shown in Figuure 5, is used foor calibrating thhe
stereo-pair caameras. The pllanar calibratio
on pattern is ob
bserved in 2 or more differentt poses. Unlikee the technique in [22],
the flexible technique of [23] does not req
quire the use off optical trackeers, a preciselyy machined 3D calibration objject, and
is computatio
onally more eff
fficient. The tecchnique in [23]] allows for a pprinted calibrattion pattern attaached to a hardd surface
to be moved by hand and th
he motion can remain
r
unknow
wn. This methood can be conssidered an offline approach too stereo
calibration ass it depends on
n 10-15 poses of
o the chessboaard pattern for aan acceptable ccalibration erroor, and does noot
depend on th
he content of th
he FOV. Each square
s
of the reectangular chesssboard is of siize 3mm and thhis makes eachh
interior corneer of the chessb
board 3mm apaart. This provid
des the scale too the camera caalibration stagee.
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Figure 5: Recctangular planar chessboard is glued to a hard surrface to create thhe calibration paattern seen by the left and right ccameras
of the stereo camera system. The
T shown patterrn has 8x6 interior chessboard coorners and the siize of each chesssboard square caan be
c
squarre size.
adjusted in meetric units. We use 3mm as our chessboard

The method by
b Zhang et al. [23], implemented in OpenC
CV [21], depennds on 2D mettric informationn of the chessbboard’s
interior corneers to calibratee each of the caameras in the sttereo rig. The bbasic geometryy of a stereo caamera rig is knoown as
epipolar geom
metry and is illlustrated in Fig
gure 6. From th
he pinhole moddel of each cam
mera, a point P in the physicaal world
is projected as
a pl and pr on each camera’s projective plan
nes, l and r, w
with centers off projection, Ol and Or. An eppipole,
el, on the imaage plane l, reepresents the im
mage of the pro
ojection center of the right caamera, Or, and vice versa. Thee plane
identified by the viewed po
oint P, el, and er, is defined ass the epipolar pplane and interssects each imagge plane in linees
known as epiipolar lines, naamely, plel and prer. The epipo
olar constraint specifies that a projected poiint in one imagge plane
and its match
hing projected point in the oth
her image plan
ne must lie alonng the correspoonding epipolarr line of the othher
image plane. This means th
hat given pl on l, P can lie an
nywhere on thee ray from Ol thhrough pl, and this line is proojected
onto r as a corresponding
c
epipolar line, prer. The epipolar constraint m
maps a point inn the left imagee as the line thaat goes
through the corresponding
c
point
p
and the epipolar
e
point in
i the right imaage. This mappping is capturedd in pixel coorrdinates,
ഥ and
തതത,
nd encoded as the
t fundamentaal matrix F in Equation
E
1. If F can be estim
mated using a nuumber of pointt
 an
corresponden
nces in the two
o image views, one can reconstruct the epipoolar geometry with no prior kknowledge of iintrinsic
and extrinsicc parameters off the cameras [19-21, 23].
(1)

തതത
ത  ் ܨഥ ൌ Ͳ

Figure 6: Epip
polar geometry relates
r
a point, P,
P in the FOV an
nd the two imagee planes of the leeft and right cam
meras into a projeective
equation, show
wn in Equation 1.
1

185

The inner chessboard corneers observed by
y both camerass of the stereo rrig provide thee needed ഥ andd തതത
 points to
determine F. The image con
ntaining the ch
hessboard is firrst adaptively th
thresholded, the inner chessbooard corners arre
detected, and
d then refined with
w subpixel accuracy
a
[21]. Figure
F
7 showss multiple view
ws of chessboaards and their ddetected
corners. The known coordin
nates of the plaanar chessboarrd corners, (x, yy, z=0), and thee detected chesssboard cornerss in
multiple view
ws per camera form constrain
nts that are used
d in solving Eqquation 1 for thhe fundamental matrix, F [199-21,
23].
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190
Figure 7: (a) Different
D
poses of
o the chessboarrd seen by left an
nd right camerass, and (b) shows the detected inteerior corners of tthe
chessboard in each camera forr stereo calibratio
on stage.
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200
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210

R
3.2 Stereo Rectification
ndamental matrrix, F, is compu
uted, an image transformationn can now be ddetermined thaat makes epipollar lines
Once the fun
of the left and right cameraa images collineear and paralleel to the horizonntal axis. This makes the sterreo-pair images appear
as if they had
d been taken by
y two cameras with row-align
ned image plannes or in a fronntal parallel connfiguration. Thhis
process is kn
nown as stereo rectification an
nd results in th
he optical axes of the two cam
meras to be inteersecting at infi
finity or
be parallel to
o one another. In
I addition, steereo rectificatio
on reduces the stereo correspoondence probleem, which is thhe
identification
n of homologou
us points in thee left and right camera views, to a reliable aand tractable 1D
D search on hoorizontal
scan-lines, th
he collinear epiipolar lines. We
W apply Bougu
uet’s method foor stereo rectifiication [21, 26--28]. This methhod
minimizes reeprojection disttortions while maximizing
m
the view overlapp for both cameeras. The final results are twoo
remapped row
w-aligned imag
ges. An examp
ple of stereo recctification is shhown in Figuree 8. Furthermoore, Bouguet’s m
method
yields a repro
ojection matrix
x, Q, shown in Equation 2(a).. Q is employedd for reprojectting a 2D homoologous point aand its
associated diisparity d to 3D
D by applying equation
e
2(b). In
I Equation 2((a), the principaal point, (cx, cy), is the left
(reference) im
mage origin, ܿ௫ is the right im
mage’s principaal point’s x cooordinate, fx is thhe focal lengthh of the rectifieed
image, and Tx is horizontal translation bettween left and right cameras. Note that all eelements of Q aare in pixels.
ͳ
Ͳۍ
ێ
ܳ ൌ Ͳێ
ێ
Ͳۏ

Ͳ
ͳ
Ͳ

Ͳ
Ͳ
Ͳ

Ͳ

ିଵ
்ೣ

െܿ௫
െܿ௬ ې
ۑ
݂௫ ( ۑ2a),
ሺ
ೣ ିೣೝ ሻۑ
்ೣ ے

ݔ
ܺ
ݕ
ܻ
ܳ  ൌ ൦ ൪
݀
ܼ
ͳ
ܹ

(2b)
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Figure 8: (a)-(b) show examples of the stereo rectification pro
ocess where the epipolar lines (rred) of the left annd right camerass are
ng the stereovisiion system into a frontal parallell configuration. T
The green rectanngles indicate the FOV commonn to both
aligned bringin
cameras.

215

220

225

230

3.3 Stereo Reconstruction
R
n
After stereo rectification,
r
Equation
E
2(b) in
ndicates that ob
bserved 2D ho mologous poinnts in the left aand right imagees, with
  
associated diisparity d using
g the left imagee as the referen
nce, produces thhe 3D coordinatesቀ ǡ ǡ ቁቁ, where disparrity݀ ൌ
ௐ ௐ ௐ
 ݔ െ  ݔ െ ሺܿܿ௫ െ ܿ௫ ሻ. Addittionally, stereo
o rectification constrains
c
the oorder of the seaarch for these hhomologous pooints
and, finally, the
t computed disparity
d
map on
o the referencce image yieldss a 3D point cloud. Several m
methods, real-tiime and
non-real-timee, can produce disparity maps of varying acccuracy based oon ground truthh datasets. A fu
full taxonomy oof these
stereo reconsstruction metho
ods is presented
d in [24]. In ou
ur work, the pooint clouds of th
the FOV generaated using twoo realtime stereo reeconstruction algorithms
a
available in OpenC
CV – Block M
Matching (BM) and Semi-Global Block Mattching
(SGBM) are compared. Both techniques are
a limited by the
t need for noon-repetitive teextured FOV thhat give strong
matching poiints between th
he two images. They also requ
uire that the m
matching pointss in both imagees are fully visiible. The
3D point is undetermined
u
iff the disparity value
v
for a pix
xel cannot be reesolved. The reesulting BM annd SGBM poinnt clouds
are cleaned for
f any outlierss via a 5x5 Med
dian Filter. Thee stereo reconsstruction param
meters used to ddigitize points in the
Pentero micrroscope’s FOV
V are listed in Table
T
1 and Tab
ble 2 shows thee runtimes for the steps invollved in the entiire
stereovision process.
p
3.3.1 Block Matching
M
(BM))

235

240

This real-tim
me algorithm is based on [29] and works by employing slidding Sum of Ab
Absolute Differeences (SAD) w
windows
to find match
hing points betw
ween left and right
r
stereo recctified images. BM is based oon a sliding SA
AD window of size
nBM. First, the images are prreprocessed to normalize imaage brightness and enhance teexture. Then, tthe correspondence for
a pixel in thee left image is searched
s
with a SAD window
w on the right im
mage along thee epipolar line over a disparitty
range, BM. A uniqueness parameter, BM, based on the SAD
S
ratio of tw
wo disparity caandidates for a point (x, y) in the left
image, is useed to filter out false
f
matches. Inherently, SA
AD windows haave issues arouund boundariess of objects as tthe
sliding windo
ow can simultaaneously catch foreground an
nd background,, which results in local regionns of large andd small
disparities orr speckle. To acccount for specckles, a match is allowed onlyy when the sellected disparityy for a point (x,, y) is
within a specckle range, BM
ouds generated on the Lego pphantom modell and the corticcal surface phanntom
M. The point clo
model using BM are shown
n in Figure 9. The
T selection of nBM is discusssed in the Resuults section.
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Figure 9: Blocck Matching (BM
M) stereo reconsstruction results on (a) the corticcal surface phanttom object with nBM=13, and (b)) the
Lego phantom
m object with nBM
ctive point cloud
ds are shown in tthe rightmost coolumn. The greenn rectangles indiicate the
M=27. The respec
FOV used by BM
B to compute the point cloud.

3.3.2 Semi-G
Global Block Matching
M
(SGBM
M)
A simplified variant of Sem
mi-Global Matcching with Muttual Informatioon [30] uses Biirchfield-Tomaasi (B-T) subpiixel cost
metric [31] in
nstead of mutu
ual information
n for identifying
g strong matchhing points alonng epipolar linnes of the rectiffied
stereo images. B-T cost is computed
c
in a block
b
window size of nSGBM aand is aggregatted. The cost aaggregation stepp in
SGBM is imp
plemented with
h a multi-path dynamic progrramming approoach, where moovement from pixel to pixel, in a
disparity rang
ge of SGBM, caan be parameterrized as movem
ment along a raay r. This meanns that a horizoontal ray at a ppoint (x,
y) is denoted
d as (x + r, y) an
nd a diagonal ray
r at the same point is denotted as (x + r, y + r). The cost along a ray r iss
aggregated in
n 5 directions by
b combining the
t block B-T cost
c over nSGBM
ce continuity coonstraint. The
M with a surfac
piecewise sm
mooth and continuous nature of
o objects in a FOV constituttes this surfacee continuity connstraint and is
enforced by two
t parameterss – P1 and P2. The
T parameter P1 penalizes ssmall changes oof ±1disparity and P2 penalizzes large
changes in diisparity > 1. An
n energy functtion comprised of the aggregaated cost and nneighborhood ccontinuity consstraints
is minimized
d to find the dissparity map [30
0]. The lower penalty,
p
P1, hellps adapting thhe energy functtion to slanted and
curved surfacces, whereas, th
he higher penaalty, P2, preserv
ves discontinuiities. There is nno penalty for disparities < 1. The
SGBM match
hing is based on
o subpixel maatching of dispaarities obtainedd by fitting a loocal quadratic tto each dispariity and
its neighborss. The preproceessing steps as well as the uniiqueness param
meter, SGBM, annd speckle range, SGBM, usedd for
BM are also used for SGBM
M. In general, SGBM results tend to be lesss noisy and sm
moother under slightly varyingg
illumination conditions than
n BM. SGBM uses a smallerr FOV than BM
M to compute thhe point cloud and this leads to
clipping of points in the point cloud at thee edges of the common
c
stereoo-pair FOV, inndicated by greeen rectangles iin Figure
10. Figure 10
0 shows the point clouds of th
he Lego phanto
om model and the cortical sur
urface phantom
m model using tthe
SGBM techn
nique.
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Figure 10: Semi-Global Block
k Matching (SGB
BM) stereo reco
onstruction resultts on (a) the corttical surface phaantom object witth
d (b) the Lego ph
hantom object with nSGBM=9. Thee respective poinnt clouds are shoown in the rightm
most column. Thhe green
nSGBM=17, and
rectangles indiicate the FOV ussed by SGBM to
o compute the po
oint cloud. The rregion of interesst in SGBM is sm
maller than BM.

275
Tab
ble 1: Stereo recconstruction parameters
BM
SGB
BM
Varied
Varied
nBM
n
M
SGBM
32
32
BM

M
SGBM

BM
M
BM
M

5
32

SGBM
SGBM
P 1, P 2

Table 2: Average Runtim
mes
Acqquisition of Stereeo Video
30 fps
Stereoo Calibration (doone once)
30s
Stereo Rectificaation
0.06s
(pper stereo imagee pair)
S
Stereo Reconstruuction
0.5s (BM),
(pper stereo imagee pair)
1.1s (SGBM)

5
32
8, 32

4. RESULT
TS

280

285

290

295

300

Stereo calibration employin
ng multiple posses of a planar chessboard caalibration patterrn’s interior coorners needs to be
accurately ch
haracterized. An
A acceptable sttereo calibratio
on drives the sttereo rectificatiion and reconsstruction stagess. Using
the dot produ
uct in Equation
n 1, one can cheeck how close the detected chhessboard cornners on one imaage lie on the eepipolar
lines of the other
o
image. Ideeally, these dott products shou
uld sum to 0, aand thus, the caalibration errorr is computed aas the
accumulated absolute distan
nce. Fifteen different chessbo
oard views werre used to calibbrate the stereoo system with aan error
of 0.81 pixel2. Typically, an
ny subpixel steereo calibration
n error is regardded acceptablee for continuatiion into the steereo
rectification stage of the steereovision fram
mework.
Stereovision and tLRS poin
nt clouds are co
ompared to thee ground truth rrelative depthss of both phantoom objects. Thhe
known relativ
ve depths, z, off the phantomss are annotated for each pixell (x, y) in the tL
LRS bitmap im
mage and in the
reference left
ft camera imagee, which is used in stereo reco
onstruction. Booth the stereovvision and tLRS
S point clouds
intrinsically keep
k
their map
ppings from a pixel
p
to its 3D point.
p
Root meean square erroor (RMS) is com
mputed betweeen all
the points in a BM and SGB
BM point cloud
d to its respecttive ground trut
uth z values. Thhe variable paraameter for BM
M and
SGBM are nBM
espectively. Th
he window block-size for eacch algorithm, nBM and nSGBM, directly affectss the
B and nSGBM re
computation of the disparity
y values. A sm
maller block-sizze yields finer ddisparity valuees depicting moore details of thhe FOV
but tends to be
b noisier. A laarger block-size produces smoother disparitty values at a looss of detail annd is less noisyy. For
the Lego phaantom model an
nd the cortical surface phanto
om model, thiss parameter is sswept and the R
RMS is compuuted, and
compared to the ground tru
uth. The RMS values for each
h window blocck-size for bothh phantoms aree graphed in Fiigure 11
against the RMS
R
values of the
t tLRS. Tablle 3 shows the optimal windoow block-size ffound for BM aand SGBM forr each
phantom and
d the respectivee RMS error vaalues. Figure 12
2 shows the tL
LRS bitmap andd point cloud ffor the cortical surface
and the Lego
o phantom objeects. Absolute-d
deviation-baseed error heat ma
maps of the corttical surface annd Lego phantoom
objects are co
omputed for th
he LRS, BM an
nd SGBM stereeo reconstructioon methods. Thhey are presennted in Figure 113. The
nBM and nSGBM
e smallest RMS
S values were picked
p
to comppute these errorr heat maps. These error heatt maps
M that gave the
contrast the stereovision
s
sy
ystem against th
he tLRS system
m.
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Figure 11: RM
MS error for vary
ying window blo
ock-sizes, nBM an
nd nSGBM, for BM
M and SGBM steereo reconstructiion methods for (a)
cortical surface phantom objecct and (b) Lego phantom
p
object. The optimal vallues of nBM and nSGBM are shownn in Table 3.

Phanttom
Cortical
Leg
go

310

nBM
13
27

ble 3: RMS Errrors (mm)
Tab
BM
B
nSGBM S
SGBM
tLRS
S
0.4
4574
17
00.4328 0.68988
1.5
5171
9
1.5460 0.4731

Figure 12: (Leeft column) the bitmaps
b
captured
d by the tLRS, and
a (right column
mn) the point clouuds acquired by tLRS for (a) the cortical
surface phanto
om and (b) the Lego
L
phantom.
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340

Figure 13: Ab
bsolute deviation
n error heat mapss for (a) the corttical surface phanntom and (b) thee Lego phantom objects. The lim
mitations
of the (left collumn) BM and (m
middle column) SGBM stereo reeconstruction tecchniques can be seen on their errror heat maps. T
The gold
standard for co
omparison is thee error heat map of the (right colu
umn) tLRS.

M and SGBM point
p
clouds aree similar. For tthe purpose of developing a rreal-time stereoovision
The RMS errrors for the BM
system, BM is the better caandidate for steereo reconstruction because itts runtime is tw
wice as fast thaan SGBM’s runntime
(see Table 2)). The stereovission system laccks accuracy in
n estimating abbrupt transitionns or boundariees and topologyy that is
far away from
m the cameras’’ image planes. Boundaries of objects in thee left-camera m
may be occludeed in the right-ccamera
and this causses stereo recon
nstruction to bee inaccurate aro
ound boundariies. This is illustrated in Figuure 13 at sharp
transitions arround the resecction area of the cortical surfaace phantom foor BM and SGB
BM techniquess. The discontiinuity
step and the many
m
knobs off the Lego phan
ntom cause occclusions in the stereo reconsttruction stage aand this results in a
higher RMS error. Non-reaal-time stereo reeconstruction approaches
a
adddress the occluuded boundary problem [24]. This
issue is not a critical limitattion for neurossurgery applicaations because the cortical surrface is relativeely smooth whhen
compared to the abrupt edg
ges in the Lego phantom for example.
e
Stereoovision point cclouds could thhus be accuratee enough
b
model.
m
to drive a pattient-specific biomechanical

5.
5 CONCLUS
SION
In this paper we proposed an
a internal stereovision platfo
orm, native to tthe surgical miicroscope, capaable of 3D digiitization
points in the FOV. Althoug
gh the stereo caalibration is done offline, the digitization off surface pointss in the FOV, aalso
called the point cloud, is accquired in near real-time. A comparison studdy was conduccted to determiine the accuraccy with
which the 3D
D coordinates of
o the cortical surface
s
could be
b estimated wiith the stereoviision camera syystem of the suurgical
microscope. On our phanto
oms, we show accuracy
a
in thee 0.46-1.5mm rrange. While nnot as good as w
what can be achhieved
with the tLRS, the temporaal resolution thiis approach afffords makes it aan attractive allternative for ddriving the patiientspecific biom
mechanical braiin model in casses where brain
n shift is on thee order of 2cm
m, as observed iin tumor resecttion
surgeries. Th
he accuracy of the
t stereovisio
on system withiin the microscoope justifies thhe exploration oof the system to other
real-time guiidance methodo
ologies in neurrosurgery such as surgical insstrument trackiing.
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